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ABSTRACT. A basis of the quotient ring S/J+ is given, where S is the ring of polyno-

mials and J+ is the ideal generated by symmetric polynomials of positive degree.

They are called higher Specht polynomials.

0. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to give a detailed proof of the result an-

nounced in [4], and to give its generalization.

Let S — C[x0,..., xπ_ι] be the algebra of polynomials of n variables
x0, ..., *„_! with complex coefficients, on which the symmetric group Sπ acts

by the permutation of the variables:

(σ/)(x0,..., xn_ι) = /(xσ(o), , xσ(n-i))(σ e ®Λ)

Let βj(xθ9 ...9xn-ι) = Σo*il<~ <ij*n-ιXiί Xij be the elementary symmetric
polynomial of degree j and set J+ = (e l 5..., en)9 the ideal generated by eί9 ..., en.

The quotient ring R = S/J+ has a structure of an ®M-module. Let n0, ...,
nr_! be natural numbers such that n = £jlj nt. Then the product of symmet-

ric groups Sno x ••• x SIIr_1 is naturally embedded in ®Λ. By restricting to

this subgroup, R is an SΠo x ••• x 2>Mr_t-module. We give a combinatorial

procedure to obtain a basis of each irreducible component of R. In view of

this construction, these polynomials such obtained might be called higher

Specht polynomials. The case n0 = n is treated in [4]. When n0 = =

/!„_! = 1, this basis becomes the descent basis for R (see [3]).

As an application, we also give a similar basis for a complex reflection

group Gr „ = (Z/rZ) * ®π. Let S be the symmetric algebra of the natural

Gr „ representation over C. The ring of invariants 5Gr n is known to be

isomorphic to a polynomial ring C[e({\ ..., e(?~\ generated by the elementary

symmetric polynomials e([\ ..., e(^ in xfs. We put R(r} = S/J+, where J+ =

(e({\..., e(^\ As a Gr>/J-module, it is equivalent to the regular representa-

tion. It is also known that the irreducible representations of Grn are indexed
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